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Abstract
Classical mechanics has long been a conceptually challenging topic for
students. Escape Experience Aeroseum offers a novel approach to help
address this issue by integrating classical mechanics into an educational
escape room (EER). The escape room creatively combines physics with
aerospace engineering principles, with the aim of aiding learners in making
more sense of classical mechanics concepts through solving interactive,
hands-on challenges. In the paper, we discuss the design and educational
potential of Escape Experience Aeroseum, including the need for
adaptability and appeal across different educational settings. By introducing
an EER centered around classical mechanics, this work contributes to the
growing interest in developing and evaluating EERs as a possible means to
increase students learning, engagement, and interest in physics.
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1. Introduction
In line with the rising popularity of escape rooms
and the application of its concept to education
[1–4], an educational escape room (EER) about
classical mechanics (hereafter mechanics) has
been developed at the Aeroseum in Gothenburg.
Aeroseum is an experience-based activity cen-
ter in a declassified Swedish Air Force bunker.
The center allows visitors to discover the his-
tory and development of aviation in its interact-
ive exhibitions (figure 1). It also aims to stimulate
young people’s interest in science and technology
through its educational program for schools.

Many escape rooms have been built target-
ing education to involve students in interactive
and entertaining learning activities involving both
body and mind [5–11]. One area suited for tan-
gible physics challenges and puzzles is mech-
anics, which is typically an introductory course
or topic with many conceptual hurdles for stu-
dents related to force, kinematics, and vectors
[12–19]. However, no EER targeting mechan-
ics is present in the current literature [3], and
existing games offer little adaptability to new
educational settings [4]. To this end, the cur-
rent study presents a newly developed EER,
Escape Experience Aeroseum, focusing on inter-
active mechanics problems targeting the upper-
secondary and introductory undergraduate level.
The escape room is modular in that problems can
be combined in several ways to fit the visiting
teachers’ needs.

This paper presents an overview of the
developed EER, specifically focusing on two
mechanics problems. Further, design principles
for EERs are discussed with two of the developed
challenges as an example. Instructions and an
overview of the rest of the developed mechan-
ics challenges are provided in the supplementary
material.

2. Escape Experience Aeroseum
In line with traditional escape rooms, the activity
starts by introducing a storyline, aiming to provide
a sense of immersion. For this EER, the story
revolves around the participants having to contact
a pilot and provide coordinates on a secret radio
frequency on where it is safe to land. Thus, vari-
ous challenges must be solved, earning the group

Figure 1. A helicopter (Boeing Vertol 107, HKP 4) is
one of the exhibits in Aeroseum that visitors can enter
and examine from within.

Figure 2. Themission room. Solving the EER includes
solving problems throughout Aeroseum and get codes
to open various boxes and lockers in the room.

different codes that ultimately lead to the required
information.

Contrary to traditional escape rooms, the par-
ticipants are not locked into a confined space.
Instead, the goal is to unlock various boxes in
the mission room (figure 2). After initially solving
two tasks inside themission room, the next stage is
to take on multiple Aeroseum puzzles and mech-
anics problems, spread throughout Aeroseum.
The Aeroseum puzzles consist of finding clues
to solve enigmas related to aviation navigation,
existing exhibits, or cryptographic problems. The
mechanics problems are interactive problems and
can be modified depending on the level of the par-
ticipants by providing partial solutions, clues, or
extra information about the physics involved.

As with traditional escape rooms, the tasks
in this EER are connected in various ways. The
flowchart (figure 3) presents an overview of how
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Figure 3. Flowchart highlighting the interconnected-
ness between the Aeroseum puzzles if playing the full
edition. To start things off, participants are faced with
two challenges, A and B in the mission room. Solving
theAeroseum puzzles will in turn give participants parts
needed to fully complete the mechanics problems. Each
symbol is related to one puzzle. For reference, see the
full edition manual in the supplementary material.

challenges are connected in a configuration of the
EER where all tasks are included. However, how
they are linked and which are included is easily
modified when preparing the EER. This is essen-
tial for it to be relevant both for the general pub-
lic and relevant for teachers bringing groups of
students.

2.1. The mechanics problems

Five tasks focus on mechanics and mechanical
engineering. To make the EER thematically fit
in Aeroseum, they were designed to connect to
aviation and aerospace engineering. The avail-
able problems are gear system, pendulums, motion
graphs, friction and moment balance and pul-
leys. In this paper, pendulums and the motion
graphs will be used as an example. The interested
reader may find more information on the mechan-
ics problems in the supplementary material.

2.2. Motion graphs

The objective of the motion graphs mys-
tery (figure 4) is to gather information about
the motion of an airplane flight, a parachute
jump, and a rocket flight from three different
texts (available in the supplementary material).
Each story provides information about various
motion graphs, distance-time, velocity-time, and
acceleration-time. The participants should then
place the correct graph on the whiteboard for each
story. When completing this task, the participants

Figure 4. The motion graphs mystery. From the
short stories and information provided, the participants
should figure out where each graph should be placed.

are again rewarded with digits that provide a new
set of coordinates.

2.3. Pendulums

Solving the pendulums challenge involves figur-
ing out the length of a pendulum string to have a
certain period when released from a small angle.
There are three pendulums in total, which, when
solved, provide the missing digits to complete
the coordinate (figure 5). Each pendulum has a
corresponding task card with information about
what period the pendulum should have. The clue
is a displacement-time graph for the blue (left)
pendulum; for the red (middle) pendulum, Tn =
1.5 s denotes period; and for the yellow (right)
pendulum, the natural frequency is given as fn =
1.25 Hz. The challenge is solved when the parti-
cipants figure out how much each dial should be
turned so that the length of the pendulum gives
rise to the corresponding periods. With access
to a ruler but no stopwatch, participants must
identify and solve an equation connecting the
length and period of a pendulum (information
about the formula can also be providedwith a clue,
e.g. figure 6). Then, each arrow points to a missing
digit from the coordinate.
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Figure 5. The pendulums challenge. From left to right, there are three spools, blue, red, and yellow, that the
participants can spin to vary the length of the wire. At the end of each wire, a spherical mass is attached, with
a small note above indicating the mass. To the right, some information about pendulums is provided in English
and Swedish. Above each spool, the corresponding clue has been placed regarding what period is sought for each
pendulum.

Figure 6. A clue for solving the yellow pendulum that
provides the participants with the formulas needed to
find the relationship between string length and period.

3. Discussion
By offering several versions of the EER (see
supplementary material for a manual and an
idea of the full edition, family edition begin-
ner/advanced, team-building activity, and phys-
ics edition beginner/advanced), the target audi-
ence is both groups of students visiting Aeroseum
as part of a school activity, as well as the
everyday curious family or group of friends.
The EER being developed at a museum-like
activity center can be considered a designed
informal learning environment [20]. Having a var-
ied set of activities, both mechanics problems and

others, Escape Experience Aeroseum opens up
possibilities for future studies involving varying
populations. However, as no such studies have
been conducted yet, the discussion will instead
reflect on the two presented mechanics problems
and ideas regarding the possible use of the EER
by visiting groups of students.

When designing activities that combine
games and learning, such as EER, there is a
challenge in promoting moving between the real
world and the game. Designing a serious persuas-
ive game (i.e. a game that aims to change beha-
vior or attitude and has clear educational goals in
mind) that successfully promotesmoving between
these worlds has been argued to include requir-
ing an integrated design approach [21, 22]. Such
a design characterizes the connection between
the real world and the game as a transition from
the real world and, finally, a transfer back to the
real world. By having a thoughtful connection
between an overarching persuasive goal, the goal
of the game, and learning goal(s), challenges in
aligning agendas from the real world and the game
are more straightforward to overcome [21].
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In analyzing Escape Experience Aeroseum
using the integrated design approach, with a spe-
cific focus on how to connect the persuasive goal,
the game goal, and learning goal(s) (figure 7), it
is possible to identify several key features. First,
the persuasive goal is to give participants a greater
appreciation for physics and thus help raise the
general interest in physics and mechanical engin-
eering. Second, when using the EER in the con-
text of a group of students taking one of the
physics editions, learning goals could be related
to general problem-solving and teamwork skills
and more specific goals concerning the mechan-
ics problems. One such example for the motion
graphs mystery could be that upon completing
the activity, students should be able to construct
motion graphs from text descriptions. Focusing
on gaining a conceptual understanding of various
motion graphs could help students overcome the
seemingly challenging task of connecting integ-
rals to graphs in undergraduate physics education
[23]. Third, with the overarching game goal being
to find coordinates for where a pilot should land,
the specific goal inmotion graphs is to find one set
of coordinates leading to the final answer. As the
participants can only solve this part of the game
by placing the graphs correctly on the whiteboard,
the game goal overlaps with the learning goal.
Finally, the design of the motion graphs mystery
also includes having an overarching persuasive
goal in mind. The persuasive goal of the EER
guides the design of the connection between the
game goal and learning goal(s) in the sense that
the different stories have been constructed to pro-
mote a connection between physics, everyday life,
and aviation.

Discussions were held in designing the phys-
ics problems to identify possible educational
issues regarding the concepts involved. Taking
the pendulums challenge as an example, the chal-
lenge was developed to provide a connection
between different representations of the period
of a pendulum and the relationship between
the period and length of a string. Thus, there
is a combination of physical exploration and
connection to the commonly used model for
pendulums in upper-secondary education, the

Figure 7. Connecting the various goals when using
an integrated design approach. The gradient from blue
(persuasive goal) to orange [game goal and learning
goal(s)] represents transitioning between the real world
and the game world.

Figure 8. The provided information text in the pendu-
lums challenge is in English to the left and Swedish to
the right.

small angle approximation of a mathematical
pendulum.

As pendulums are far from trivial, yet decept-
ively simple [24], it is common for students at
various levels to struggle with understanding the
phenomenon in subject-correct ways [12–16, 25].
To address the common struggle with connecting
and separating forces acting on the mass of a pen-
dulum to its movement, a descriptive text about
forces acting on the mass was included (figure 8).
As such, there is an additional educational goal
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embedded in the challenge; exposing participants
to a possible different, physically correct view of
the direction of the net force acting on a mass at
the end.

4. Conclusion
With a growing interest in escape rooms,
and in particular, the development of EERs,
Escape Experience Aeroseum contributes to the
growing scientific discussion in several ways.
Contributions to the physics education research
community are made by developing an EER
focusing on mechanics problems that are eas-
ily implemented in classroom settings. As such,
it opens up the possibility of future investigations
regarding Escape Experience Aeroseum and how
the individual challenges might be valuable inclu-
sions in physics courses on their own. Finally, the
discussion suggests an extension of the integrated
design approach that can be used and further eval-
uated when designing serious persuasive games.
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